USAGI MEDICAL GROUP
Where ﬁrst aid and fandom meet

UsagiMed are members of the medical community who are also convention
attendees. Beyond medical training, we are familiar with the convention
community and the unique challenges large and small events face in terms of
con crud, convention hygeine, so many blistered feet and more. We are able to
provide warm and hospitable service to your attendees because we’ve also been
attendees. As a seperate medical group, we carry our own insurance,
indemnifying both the venue and the convention so you can rest easy.

BEFORE THE EVENT

An ounce of prevention is wor�h a pound of cure
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TRAIN THE TRAINERS

PANDEMIC POLICY

MASTER THE DISASTER

Does your staff uniformly know
how to handle [insert problem]?
UsagiMed can help your crew
improve their operations with
fun and effective training in
your con's policies, radio use,
CPR, and more. We’ll get
everyone on the same page.

You had enough to worry about
before the pandemic. We monitor
health advisories from
federal, state and local sources
in your area and help translate
it into convention policies so you
don’t have to add ‘epidemiologist’
to your collection of hats.

Have you thought about how to
handle the unthinkable?
UsagiMed has professional
training in disaster preparedness
and will work hand-in-nitrile-glove
to develop a disaster plan & get
everyone trained and ready.

ON-SITE SERVICES
WALK-IN CLINIC

It’s showtime!
EMERGENCY MEDICAL RESPONSE

UsagiMed provides non-emergent services
via our walk-in self-serve clinic. This level of
care is an excellent way for any convention to
show they care about their guests and
attendees. UsagiMed supplies and stocks all
the over-the-counter medications and
supplies necessary for your event, allowing
people with minor aches, pains, and blisters
to better enjoy the con without going offsite
or paying an arm and a leg at the gift shop.

UsagiMed is staffed by EMTs or higher. Our
knowledge and experience as advanced
providers allow us to properly respond to
calls, know when to call for help early, and
how best to support a patient until EMS
arrives. General staff should not have to deal
with potential health emergencies, and we
are happy to take on that burden so they can
focus on running the convention and having a
fun time.

Let’s talk about your convention! Contact Mickey Desai at mdesai@usagimed.com

